Mission & Life Cycle Management Process

**PMS 443 Mission**

Manage a comprehensive portfolio of programs providing surface ships with the highest level of operational readiness, and sustaining ships at peak capability through their service life.

**Life Cycle Management**

PMS 443 leads the Life Cycle Management Process, incorporating a standard process across the operational, technical, and programmatic spectrum for the identification & prioritization of critical issues impacting the surface fleet and to inform current and future year resourcing decisions.
Life Cycle Management (LCM) Process

**Raw Data & Metrics Analysis**

NSWC Corona

**System Health Analysis:**
Issue Root Cause and Recommendation Development

NSWC Philadelphia, NAVSEA 05

**Lifecycle Management Group:**
Establishes Priorities Annually within each Ship Class

**FY Resource Allocation**

Varying solutions = Multiple means of resolution

Execution dependent upon existing Program controls and Priority

- Annual Task Planning Sheets
- HM&E Sustainment
- DMSMS
- Integrated Logistics Tasking
- Program Modernization
- MACHALT
- Fleet Modernization
- STAR BOARD
- POM
- SEWMMC

**Bi-Weekly Class Management Teams**

(Inputs developed in parallel with formal data analysis efforts)